NewCasinos.com Product Release: Vegas Hero Goes Live
To showcase the newest brands, NewCasinos.com, part of Catena Media, has made an in-depth
evaluation in an exclusive partnership release of Vegas Hero. The new casino site is going live
today with license from both United Kingdom and Malta.
Wake up in Las Vegas, is the experience from the newest casino brand from 2017, Vegas Hero.
The brand-new site will have its players immersed in the wonders of great power and fortune,
while offering over 1300 games from eleven game providers after release, including the most
popular titles from NetEnt, Microgaming, Play ‘N Go and Elk Studios. Vegas Hero also features
one of the top live casino offerings in the industry, with unique games such as French Roulette, a
fast version of live Baccarat and high roller common draw Blackjack to name a few. Since Vegas
Hero have licenses from both Malta and United Kingdom, the site is accessible for a wide range of
players that can transcend themselves and unlock their inner hero. The company offers 17 various
payment methods to get started, making it simple for any player to get started.
The web design and user experience is top notch and it’s clear that the site is designed with mobile
users in focus, even if desktop users also have a great experience here. When arriving at the site, it
feels like being in Vegas, but from the comfort of home. New players get up to €/£ 1000 in bonus
and 50 extra spins on the four first deposits. Recurring campaigns every Tuesday makes sure that
new rewards are there to enjoy. VIP players can enjoy exclusive bonuses such as flights to Las
Vegas, other holiday packages around the world, faster personal withdrawal service, personalized
birthday presents and a dedicated account manager and exclusive invitations to great events. For
an overview and in-depth review of Vegas Hero, please visit
https://www.newcasinos.com/reviews/vegas-hero/.

Note: This is a Product News release. The media releases can be found at
https://www.catenamedia.com/media/press-releases/. NewCasinos.com is part of the Catena
Media group since 25th of May, 2017 and focus on reviews of new casino brands worldwide.
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